Clarifications issued against tender No.43(01)2017-PUR/T-20 dated 31/05/2017 for Hiring
of Trailer with 20’ Container for Transpiration of Scientific Equipments.
Sl.
Clarification sought
No.
1.
As stated in the Subject of your Tender
Enquiry you have stated that you require a
20' Container but the same remains
questionable that what dimension would
you require because there are 2 types of
20' Containers available (20'X8'X8' &
20'X8'X8.5') & their price vary accordingly.
2.
It has been stated in the Annexure- 1 of
your Tender Enquiry and also in the
subject column that you would require
"Trailer
with
20'
Container
for
transportation of scientific equipment".
Our query is whether do you require a
containerised truck which has a Container
attached to it or rather would you require a
20' Container and truck separately. We
would also like to inform you that a
containerised vehicle would cost you much
less than a Separate container from the
open truck & shall therefore bring a huge
difference in the quoted price.
3.
You are requested to kindly specify the
weight capacity of the vehicle which you
would require to carry your materials or the
weight and dimension of your materials so
that we can recommend you the type of
vehicle which shall be most suitable for
you.
4.
As per the Annexure-2 i.e Special Terms
& Conditions of your Tender Enquiry it has
been stated in the Clause No.20 that the
participating firm is required to submit
EMD of Rs.10,000/-in the form of
DD/BC/Bank Guarantee from scheduled
bank should be enclosed along with the
Tender.

CSIR-NGRI Response
We require truck with container of 20'X8'X8.5'
dimension.

We require truck and detachable container.
The container need to be waterproof and
strong with unbreakable locker facility.
Scientific equipment will be kept in a container.
This container remains always on the truck till
completion of the project i.e. roughly one
month. Sketch of truck and container are given
for your kind reference. We need load the
container at Delhi, move to Allahabad, then
move to Surat and finally move to NGRI
Hyderabad and unload the container.
Allahabad and Surat are survey areas where
10-25 days may take to complete the heliborne
survey
Total weight capacity is required to be around
3500 - 4000 kg. This includes weight of tare
container i.e. ~2300 kg.

If you are registered with NSIC for the services
provided by you and certificate is valid then
you are exempted from payment of EMD.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

As specified in the General Terms &
Conditions of your Tender Enquiry you
have asked for the self attested
documents of the Trailer Registration
Certificate & Ownership Details of
Container with its Specification, we would
like to state that it is not possible for all the
Transporters to own both a Trailer or a
Container. Even if it is agreed that a It
should also be noted that the same shall
create monopoly for chosen vendors in
this market which should not be done
when a organization like yours is
considered.
As per the Annexure-2 i.e Special Terms &
Conditions of your Tender Enquiry it has
been stated in the Clause No.23 that the
Transportation
Charges
should
be
including Loading & Unloading. You are
therefore being requested to inform us that
what is the weight & size of your material
so that we can understand whether you
require Labours, forklift or crane & if the
same are available with you or at your
premises which we can use/hire against
some additional charges.
As per the Annexure-2 i.e Special Terms &
Conditions of your Tender Enquiry it has
been stated in the Clause No.09 which has
been written regarding the "Delivery" it is
not being possible for us to understand the
same. You are therefore requested to
kindly elaborate regarding the same to us.
Lastly it would be really obliging if you
would specify a particular period of time
within which we shall receive our payment
form the successful completion of the trip
and submission of the bill duly singed &
stamped.
CLARIFICATIONS ISSUED AGAINST
ANOTHER FIRM’S REQUEST
How many Trailers required ?
Weight of scientific equipment ?
Wt. of loaded container
No. of vehicles to be provided for each
location.

We asked only for ownership documents but
have not stated that both trailer and container
to be owned by the transporter. The documents
have been asked only to ensure that bidder is
in a position to provide both trailer and
container.

Please see 3 above.

Delivery means to place the truck
container at the disposal of CSIR-NGRI.

and

Within 30 days from the date of completion of
the project through RTGS.

ONE
1522.50 Kgs approx.
Please see 3 above.
ONE

